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Denote by k = k(N) the least integer for which there exists integers b,, b,...., b, 
satisfying 0 < b, < b, < . .. < b, < N such that every integer in 11, NI can be 
written in the form i2 + b,. It is shown that for all sufficiently large N. 
k > (1.147)&. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A = (a,, a,,..., ak} be a set of positive integers in [ 1, N]. A set 
B = (b,, b, ,..., b,/ of nonnegative integers is said to be an additive 
completion of A if every integer in [ 1, N] can be written in the form ai + bj. 
It is clear that we must have kZ> N. In the case where a, = i2, Erdos [ 2] 
asked whether there exists a positive constant c such that kl > (1 + c) N for 
all sufficiently large N. This question was answered in the affirmative by 
Moser [3] who showed that if N is sufficiently large 
kl> (1.06) N. (1) 
Donagi and Herzog [ 1 ] proved the followed stronger and more general 
result: Let P be a polynomial of degree n > 2 with nonnegative integer coef- 
ficients and let A be the set of values of P which lie in 11, N]. Then 
kZ> 
n-l 
l-tF+o(l) as N+co. 
In the case where ui = i2 one gets from (2), on taking P(x) =x2, the 
following improvement over (1). 
kf > (1.125 +0(l)) N. (3) 
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The object of this paper is to obtain some further improvements. In the 
case where ai = i* we shall prove that 
kl> (1.147 +o(l))N. (4) 
In fact, our methods enable us to improve (2) in general, although in order to 
simplify the exposition, we present complete details only for the case ai = i’. 
2. SOME NOTATION AND GENERAL REMARKS 
Let A(x) denote the number of elements of A not exceeding x and let B(s) 
be defined similarly for B. Let 6(m) denote the number of representations of 
M in the form ui + bi, so that 6(m) > 1 for 1 Q m <A’. Let 
and let 
G= \’ md(m). 
m>n 
Put 
As was pointed out in [ 31, E + b = F. Define a, /?, and y by 5 = aN, b = /3N. 
~=yNso that a+/?=r. 
The following two inequalities play a key role in subsequent arguments: 
kl>N+E (5) 
kl>;+&. (6) 
Inequality (5) is contained in [3] and is just the statement that the kl sums 
a, + bj represent, in addition to the numbers 1, 2,..., N, at least E numbers 
larger than N. Inequality (6) is a consequence of the following observation: 
yNkl= Fkl = ;- + (ai + b,j) IL i-1 j=l 
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In Section 3 we obtain a lower bound for E and in Section 4 a lower 
bound for G. In Section 5 we combine these results with one of Moser’s 
methods and derive (4). 
We remark also that at one point in the subsequent exposition (Section 5), 
we shall need to allow N to tend to infinity through a sequence S of integers 
such that 
lim A(N)WN) = lim infW)W) 
N-CC N .Y + m N 
N E s 
Thus, for example, if A is the set of squares, for 0 < t < 1, (B(Nt)/B(N)) > 
(1 +oW)Js as N+oo, NES. 
3. A LOWER BOUND FORE 
In what follows we suppose that A is the set of squares in [ 1, N]. Note 
that this implies that k=[fi], A(x)=(fi] for O<x<N, and 
u=f+o(l). 
LEMMA 1. The following inequalih, holds: 
E > (1 + o(l)) kl(l - dm + f@‘-PI)), 
where 
Proof. For each ai satisfying N - bi < ai <N the number a, + b,j exceeds 
N, so that 
E > i (A (N) - A(N - b/)). 
.i= I 
Since A(x) = [fi], we get, on dropping the square brackets and using the 
Maclaurin series for G, 
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We now derive a lower estimate for C,!-, bi for r 3 2. Consider first the case 
r = 2. We have 
\‘> (bj-$= \‘ (b.j-&)2+ 
,r, bFi; 
\‘ (b,i-b)2=S, +S*. 
blh 
say. Let 0 = t, < t, < t, < ... < t, =/I be a partition of 10, /I]. Then 
s, = \‘ 
by6 
(bi - b)* > f (B(Nti) - B(Nt,- ,))(b - Nt$ 
i-1 
from which it follows that 
m-1 
S,>N2 “ B(Nt,)(2/3 - ti+ I - ti)(ti+ , - ti) 
,r, I 
- N’GIJ - t, )‘. 
Hence 
S,>2N2 .;(P-t)B(Nt)dt-/32N’. 
! 
We may estimate S, as follows: 
s, = \‘ (bj - by > l 
b7;6 I- WV) 
\‘ (b.i-b) 
bFb 
1 
2 
= I- WV) ( 
\‘ (6 bj) 
b,<b 1 
2 
by the definition of 6, 
1 
’ I - B(B/?) ,r, 
?- (B(Nti) - B(Nf;_ ,))(b- Nti)’ 
from which it follows that 
Since 
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we get 
i b; = Z/?*N’ + S, + S, 
j=l 
>/ 1p2N2 + 2N2 ’ C&l - t) B(Nt) dt 
0 
from which it follows, via (8), that 
and this, with Holder’s inequality, implies that for all integers r > 2, 
> l-(“l”+ ‘(IN’P;)“’ > IN’j3;. / (10) 
If we substitute from (10) into (9) we obtain (7). This completes the proof of 
Lemma 1. 
4. A LOWER BOUND FOR G 
It is obvious that G > NE. We now indicate how a more useful lower 
bound for G may be derived. 
LEMMA 2. The following inequality holds: 
G > (1 + o(1)) N(E + lkR(8)) 
where,forO<8<1, 
Proof. We show first that 
(11) 
(12) 
G>,(l +o(l))N EffkkkfB(Nt)(l-&=)dt 
1 
. (13) 
0 
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Let 0 = 2, < I, < . . . < t, = 1 be a partition of 10. I ] into equal parts so that 
ti= 1 -tmpi. We observe that 
G > N(E + S). 
where 
X (B(Ntj) - B(Nt,j- I))(ti- 1 + fj- 1 - l). 
In order to see this, note that we have E sums a + b which exceed N and this 
accounts for the term NE. Some of these sums, however, are larger than N. 
In fact, there are (A(Nt,) - A(Nt,- ,))(B(Ntj) - B(Ncim ,)) sums u + b, where 
Nti_, < u < Nti and NtjP, < b < Ntj and these exceed ( t im,  + ti ,) N. It 
follows that (13) will be proved if we show that 
;-kj’B(Nt)(l -A-t)df . 
- I 
(14) 
(1 
We have, since A(x)= [fi] and k= [@I, 
“, S=(l +o(l))k f \ tfi - fi)(BWj) 
i=3 ,j=m-i+3 
--B(Ntj_l))(tip, + tj~, - 1) 
=(l +o(l))k T’ (fi-a) 
I ,r3 
X(ti-1-l) ’ 
i-Z-i+3 
(Wtj) - Wfj- ,I 
+c (h-G> 
,y 
x c 
i=Zi+3 
(B(Ntj) - B(Ntj- I)) ti- l 
1 
. 
=(l +o(l))k ‘? (6-c) 
1 ,r3 
X ([i-l- I)(/-B(Nt,-i+J 
+ 2 (h-G> l--B(Nt,-i+,)t,-i+, 
i:3 
-.i 
.I 
I m-i,2 
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where, in simplifying the second inner sum, we used summation by parts and 
replaced the resulting sum by the appropriate integral. We now get 
S=(l t-O(l))/? 1 f (fi-&)t;&, 
1 i=3 
+ c (~-~)B(Nf,~i+*)(l-fj~I-t,~;+2) 
i-3 
The first sum may be approximated by 1 - J‘,!, \/i dt = f. The second sum 
may be dropped since, by the condition ti = 1 - I,,-~ and the fact that the 
points of the partition are equispaced, it is bounded by l/m. The third sum, 
via partial summation, may be approximated by 
The sum appearing here is bounded above by 
and this sum, in turn, may be approximated by the integral 
1: B(Nt)fi dt. Thus (14) follows, and hence (13) also. Inequality (11) is 
now an immediate consequence of (12), ( 13), and the fact that 
j’ B(Nt)( 1 - J1-t) dt < B(N0) j” (1 - fi) dt 
0 0 
+ l!” (1 - J1-r)dt. 
fl 
In order to be able to extract some useful information from Lemma 2 we 
need to use it in conjunction with one of Moser’s techniques. We record this 
as a further lemma. 
LEMMA 3. Zf B(N8) > ~1, then 
kl > (1 +o(l))N 
1 + A - Ay(1 + cos no)’ (15) 
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where 
i .’ ‘-1 J, i 
= 0.2984.... 
We do not prove Lemma 3 here since it may be obtained via an adap- 
tation of part of Moser’s method 4. In fact, Moser proves (15) with tl = f 
and q = i. 
5. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT 
We now prove (4). Choose 0 = 0.26 and tl = 0.85. Then if B(NB) > ?]I. it 
follows from (15) that kl> (1.1475)N if N is sufficiently large, so that (4) 
holds. 
We may therefore suppose B(N6’) < ~1. We then get from (1 1). (7) (6). 
and the fact that y = fr + 4 + o( I ) that 
kl > (1 + o(l))N 
p - (4/3) + 2\/1-p, + p, - 2wc 
(16) 
Furthermore, we get from (7) and (5) that 
(1 +o(l))N 
k/2 fi-++f(P, -/3)’ 
(17) 
It follows from (8) and the remark made at the end of Section 2 that 
/I, > (1 + o(l))&. where 
(L?‘. (18) 
Since the right members of (16) and (17) are increasing functions of p, it 
follows that (16) and (17) hold with /I, replaced by pz. The minimum value 
of kl subject to the resulting inequalities occurs when the denominators of 
the right members are equal, that is, when 
$3 - j + J1-p, + j/3> - 2R(B) = 0. (19) 
If we substitute from (18) into (19) and keep in mind that 0 has been 
specified, the resulting equation involves the single unknown ,fX This equation 
may be solved numerically for /3 to get, to four figure accuracy, /3 = 0.2335. 
One then gets from (18) /3, = 0.2820. It then follows from (17), with p, 
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replaced by pz, that kf > (1.1473) N, if N is sufficiently large. Thus (4) holds 
in any case. 
It is clear that analogs of Lemmas l-3 hold when A is the set of values of 
a polynomial of degree n in [ 1, N]. For example, if we take a, = i”, one may 
prove, by the methods of this paper, that kl> (1.137) N, whereas (2) gives 
kl>(l.lll)N. 
It could be of interest to know whether there is an absolute constant c > 0 
such that kl > (1 + c) N whenever A is the set of values of a polynomial of 
degree n. This we have not been able to do. 
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